
Clearly Agile Services
Lifecycle Assessments
Our assessment framework encompasses people, processes, and tools across an enterprise which 
provides a comprehensive view into its lifecycles (ideation to realization).  Attaining an independent 
assessment provides a valuable opportunity to identify organizational waste, risks, and opportunities 
for improvement.

Agile / DevOps Transformations 
We have defined, yet tailorable approaches, to best suit the short-term and mid-term needs of your 
organization.  After a quick yet rigorous assessment, we will collaborate with leadership and key 
stakeholders to develop a transformation roadmap, execute upon it, and then continually measure 
progress so your organization can gain insight on their next area of improvement. 

We have successfully contributed to improvements in highly regulated organizations such as those 
in insurance, defense, health, telecommunication, energy, banking, and transportation. With nearly 
70% of initial Agile transformations failing, you cannot afford to go elsewhere.

Coaching
We offer customized coaching and mentoring opportunities from experienced experts across all 
facets of an organizations Software Delivery Life Cycle. 

Corporate Office
690 S Highway 89, Suite 200
Box 7414
Jackson, WY 83002

Washington DC Office
12410 Milestone Center Drive
Suite 600
Germantown, MD 20876

www.lifecyclesleuth.com
sales@LifecycleSleuth.com

Responsible to help teams embrace an Agile-Lean mindset
Help teams and individuals with training and mentoring to become highly efficient
Go-to expert on Agile, Lean, and team frameworks (Scrum, Kanban, XP, etc.)
Highly experienced with Agile, Lean, and team frameworks
Responsible to create change agents, across the organization, to adopt a culture that naturally 
embraces the Agile-Lean mindset
Helps leadership, at all levels, to lead transformation efforts
Go-to expert on Agile, Lean, scaling, and traditional approaches
Highly experienced with Agile, Lean, and scaling frameworks
Responsible to create change agents to adopt culture, tools, and processes so the organization can 
deliver high-quality value more often
Helps teams implement a disciplined approach for continuous delivery 
Go-to expert on DevOps methods & challenges
Highly experienced with Agile, Lean, and DevOps
Responsible to create teams that can develop a true Agile codebase so they can frequently deliver 
high-quality value
Help teams and individuals implement engineer approaches to create easily extendable, 
maintainable, and testable codebases.
Go-to experts of Agile-Lean software approaches, practices, and techniques
Highly experienced with Agile, Lean, SOLID principles, eXtreme Programming, and Agile coding & 
design patterns
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Typical Coaching Opportunities Include:


